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where (t, z, r, θ) is cylindrical coordinate system, H,P z ,L z are operators of energy, linear and angular momenta projections on motion axis z. Lorenz invariance states that observer in closed box placed in inertial reference frame is not able to detect his motion with respect to outer world unless acceleration to appear [2] . In the same way the isotropy of space gives no chance to find preferential direction with a special properties. For these reasons isolated frictionless setup in isotropic space demonstrates mutual exchange of angular momentum between its constituents provided the external torque is absent ( fig.1 ). But when the axis of rotating top is deflected forcedly the rest of setup will undergo the torque T due to angular momentum L conservation. The conservation of angular momentum L means that when a part of isolated system in apriory isotropic space acquires rotation hence it's angular momentum is changed the rest of system should acquire the oppositely directed AM. The most popular example is human on rotating platform with rotating top in his hands ( fig.1a ) [3] . When rotating top with L top (t) is tilted with respect to rotation axis L chair (t) at the angle 90 o or in exactly opposite direction at the angle 180 o the torque T (t) = −d L top (t)/dt appears acting on a platform in order to conserve the total angular momentum of the system L(t) = L(t = 0) = L chair (t) + L top (t).
Another example is alternation of photons spin ± in Beth's experiment of 1936 ( fig.1b ) [4] . The visible light having circular polarization propagates twice through λ/2 plate suspended on quartz wire. As a con- * Electronic address: alexey.okulov@gmail.com; URL: https://sites.google.com/site/okulovalexey sequence torque T λ/2 on a plate appears whose value | T λ/2 | = 2IS /ω is proportional to light intensity I , where S is the square of plate, ω is carrier frequency of light. Birefringent λ/4 plate knocks over the ± angular momentum of photon to the opposite one ∓ . The important feature of Beth's experiment is photon's spin reversal (circular polarization reversal) in reflection from mirror M: for this purpose the λ/4 plate was placed near M in order to alternate spin ∓ of reflected photons. Without λ/4 plate the optical torque T λ/2 would be exactly zero [4] . The λ/4 plate and mirror M double the torque produced by λ/2 plate due to phase-conjugation of photons [5] .
A further item to study comes from the field of singular optics [6] where structured light beams with orbital angular momentum L z = ±ℓ (OAM) [7] interact with anisotropic media. Such interaction induces torque on medium and exchange of angular momenta between photons and medium. The unique example of perf ect OAM reversal is optical phase conjugation [8] (fig.1c ). The perfect coincidence of helical phase fronts of incident and reflected photons means that angular momentum of phase-conjugated photons L z = ∓ℓ ought to be exactly opposite to OAM of the incident ones L z = ±ℓ . Noteworthy this OAM reversal holds for speckle fields [9] as well. In a given speckle pattern OAM carried by multiple vortices is inverted locally for each vortex in the speckle provided each inversion of photon's L z = ±ℓ results in excitation of medium vortex with L z = ±2ℓ [10] .
Current communication aims to show that exchange of angular momenta between superfluid [11] and helical waveguide under small perturbations of the reference frame ignites macroscopically observable motions. Inside anisotropic medium the conservation of angular momentum of matter waves may not be valid. Indeed superfluid localized within twisted boundaries where rotational symmetry is absent turns to be sensitive to displacements with constant speed V and rotations Ω ⊕ of frame ( fig.1d ). This situation may be realized experimentally by virtue of quantum interference device with twisted interference fringes [12] . Atomic interference fringes are formed inside helical waveguide produced by two phase-conjugated optical vortices detuned by δω [13] . Twisted waveguide potential U tw is given in cylindrical coordinates t, z, r, θ as follows [14] :
where Rayleigh range L R ∼ = D 2 0 /λ of LG (Laguerre-Gaussian) vortex beams with topological charge ℓ [15] depends on beam waist radius D 0 , wavenumber 2π/λ,
0 . Noteworthy this helical potential had been realized experimentally with phase conjugating photorefractive mirror [16, 17] and phaseconjugating atomic resonant mirror [18] .
Consider the general case when matter wave interferometer is placed upon rigid gravitating sphere rotating with angular velocity Ω ⊕ and this sphere moves also translationally with linear velocity V . (fig.2,3) . The interferometer axis z(t) (unit dimensionless vector) moves around frame rotation axis Ω ⊕ and it is in translational motion with speed V . In a reference frame collocated with interferometer the Gross-Pitaevskii equation [19] for atomic ensemble wavefunction Ψ has the form :
where m is the mass of trapped atom, N a is number of atoms in condensate,g = 4π 2 a S /m, a S is S-wave scattering length, g = g 0 + ǫ g 1 (t) is slowly perturbed free-fall acceleration, ǫ is small parameter, µ is chemical potential [20] . In Thomas-Fermi approximation the exact solution of this equation is a superposition of the two phase-conjugated matter-wave vortices:
This solution for macroscopic wavefunction in helical potential predicts that from the point of view of external observer spiral atomic cloud with density profile |Ψ tw | 2 = µ −Ũ tw (z, r, θ) /g will move along interferometer axis z with translational velocity V · z and it will rotate with angular velocity Ω ⊕ · z under following restriction [11] :
From the point of view of external observer wavefunction Ψ tw also contains a phase factor due to potential energy of condensate in slowly varying gravity field and :
Two other exact solutions of GPE in moving frame demonstrate as frame rotations with Ω ⊕ and frame translations with V affect the wavefunction Ψ. Indeed the sole translation of atomic interferometer with constant speed V (without rotation and in the absence of gravity g) under applicability of GPE:
leads to splitting of eigenfrequencies and rotation of matter wavetrain around z axis ( fig.2) :
In the same way the sole rotation of atomic interferometer with constant angular velocity Ω ⊕ (without translation and in the absence of gravity g):
leads to splitting of eigenfrequencies and translation of matter wavetrain with speed V Ω⊕ = ℓ Ω ⊕ · z/k along z axis ( fig.3 ):
In this case the matter wave vortices inside helical waveguide experience the splitting of energy δE due to Coriolis effect:
where geometric phase α(t) had been acquired via transport of rotating matter wave vortices trapped by helical waveguide (2) along a closed trajectory. When axes z and Ω ⊕ are parallel to each other the differentiation of geometric phase gives the frequency shift via angular Doppler effect [15, 21] . Another example is spatiotemporal evolution of the non-equilibrium exciton-polariton condensate. For this ensemble the open dissipative Gross-Pitaevskii (dGP) equation [22] has the form: (12) where Ψ ep is the order parameter for exciton-polariton superfluid, g pp is polariton-polariton interaction constant, m p is polariton mass, P ( r) is pumpung rate, γ is polariton decay rate, η is gain saturation. Again the Thomas-Fermi solution for the condensate density near equilibrium |Ψ ep | 2 = (P r) − γ)/η for observer in a reference frame moving with angular velocity Ω ⊕ , translational speed V and acceleration g 0 + ǫ g 1 (t) is superposition of two phase-conjugated vortices of exciton-polariton superfluid:
with identical dynamics to ( fig.2 ) under external disturbances of reference frame and time-modulated redshif t of superfluid ensemble.
In summary the matter wave interferometer with helical waveguide ( fig.2) [12, 23] had been considered in perturbed reference frame. The exact solutions of the Gross-Pitaevskii equation show the macroscopically observable motion of helical matter waves in anisotropic environment. The possible applications are inertial navigation, detection of seismic vibrations and gravitational waves [24, 25] . The sensitivity of spiral superfluid interferometer will be evaluated taking into account quantum fluctuations of the particles number δN and phase of wavefunction φ [26] in another work. 
